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Monday, February 17, 2014 373abeen successfully used to track gene dynamics in larger organisms and/or for
slower dynamics (i.e. circadian oscillation), where more total photons can be
collected.
We have designed novel green, yellow, and red beetle luciferases for optimized
expression in budding yeast, a small eukaryote. By combining timelapse lumi-
nescence microscopy with a microfluidic device, we are able to track gene
expression in single cells with one-minute time resolution. This is an order
of magnitude faster than previous studies, and opens the door for tracking
fast dynamics (e.g. cell cycle) in single-cell microbes.
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MicroRNAs regulate a large number of genes in metazoan organisms by
accelerating mRNA degradation and inhibiting translation. Although the
physiological function of some microRNAs is known in detail, it is not clear
why microRNA regulation is so ubiquitous and conserved, since individual
microRNAs only weakly repress the vast majority of their target genes and
knockouts rarely result in mutant phenotypes. Compelling reasons for this
widespread regulation have been suggested, including the ability of micro-
RNAs to provide robustness to gene expression - e.g. by buffering stochastic
variations in gene expression. Here we use mathematical modeling and a
single cell reporter assay to quantify the effect of microRNA regulation
on protein expression variability, or noise, in individual murine embryonic
stem cells. We find that microRNA regulation decreases noise for lowly ex-
pressed - inherently variable - targets, whereas it increases noise for highly
expressed targets. We show that decreased noise results from a reduction in
intrinsic noise, which is the dominant noise for lowly expressed genes.
However, additional extrinsic noise propagates from the microRNA-pool
to the regulated gene and can tip the overall balance towards increased
noise at high expression levels. We find that this propagated microRNA-
pool noise can be effectively dampened if the target is regulated by multiple
independently transcribed microRNAs, and we can verify this for two
endogenous microRNA targets. Our findings show how microRNAs confer
robustness to gene expression and offer a plausible explanation for the
commonly observed combinatorial targeting of endogenous genes by multi-
ple microRNAs.
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The study of gene expression is often couched in the language of steady-states.
On the other hand, non-steady-state conditions are clearly of critical impor-
tance. One example that opens a unique window to studying non-steady-state
gene expression patterns is viral infection. The lytic pathway of most bacterio-
phages leads to production of the machinery of the virus and eventually the
infected cells burst. Here we use phage lambda and E. coli as a model system
to study the intracellular dynamics of viral products from the nucleic acid to
protein level.
We use single-molecule fluorescence in situ hybridization and fluorescence
fusion proteins to quantify the copy number of viral nucleic acid and protein
products in single cells during the lytic pathway as a function of time. We
ask how the growth curves of the viral products can be explained by using sim-
ple master equations describing the replication/transcription/translation of the
well-characterized phage lambda genetic regulatory circuit. We also examine
the molecular balance in the viral production process, as balance in sub-
components is a recurring principle in the biosynthesis of ribosome, protein
complexes and metabolic pathways. In particular, how wasteful is the produc-
tion compared to the burst size (the average number of viral particles released
per cell as measured in titer experiments), and whether the viral components
(for example the capsid protein to genome ratio) are produced to the correct
stoichiometry that is well-defined from structural studies for mature viral
particles.1881-Pos Board B611
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While we can measure average gene expression levels with bulk biochem-
istry assays, much less is known about where transcription occurs within
individual cells and how this varies in response to changes in the cells’ envi-
ronment. Here we use photoactivated localization microscopy (PALM)
combined with single particle tracking to directly visualise individual fluo-
rescently labelled RNA polymerases in live Escherichia coli. Following on
from previous studies in fixed cells1, this work in live cells allows us to track
the motion of single molecules and analyse their diffusive motion. After
accounting for fluorophore blinking, we find that between 45 - 50% of
RNA polymerases have an apparent diffusion coefficient of less than
0.1 mm2s1. These molecules are likely to be bound to DNA on promoters
or transcribing genes, and hence tell us where gene expression is taking place
inside living cells.
Under different growth conditions the ratio of bound to diffusing molecules
remains similar; however, there are clear changes in the spatial distribution
of bound molecules. In rich media, immobile RNA polymerases show large
clusters of between 40 and 80 molecules, likely due to heavy transcription
on the seven E. coli ribosomal operons. This is the first time such clustering
has been seen in live cells. In nutrient poor media extensive clustering is not
seen, consistent with a wider distribution of transcription over many genes.
Comparing the spatial distributions of bound and diffusing RNA polymerases
also tells where transcription happens relative to the nucleoid. Averaging over
many cells show that bound RNA polymerases are more likely to be found at
the nucleoid periphery, indicating that the bacterial chromosome may be
spatially organised with transcribed regions close to the cytoplasm.
1. Endesfelder, U. et al. Biophysical Journal105, 172-181 (2013).
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Protein expression in a live cell is an intrinsically noisy phenomenon. Random
events of protein-DNA binding, burst-like character of transcription, and vari-
ations in translational capacity among different cells often result in a broad dis-
tribution of protein concentrations in an isogenic population. It is believed that
such variations in the expression levels of regulatory proteins contribute to
phenotypic diversity. However, this hypothesis is hard to verify experimentally
as it requires tracing the change of phenotype to a rare fluctuation at the molec-
ular level. To investigate how a single cell responds to a fluctuation in protein
concentration, we present a novel experimental approach that allows us to
introduce arbitrary size transcriptional perturbations in a live cell. The
approach utilizes a recently developed light-activated transcription system in
budding yeast and provides a way to deliver fast transcription pulses with single
cell resolution. After the perturbation, we examine kinetics of protein concen-
tration relaxation at the single cell level. We also study phenotypic conse-
quences of perturbations in the case of a known bistable switch of galactose
utilization.
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Various bacterial species carry mutation hotspots on their genomes that act at
high frequencies to reversibly switch off the generation of surface molecules.
This process of phase variation is believed to be a major adaptive strategy to
escape the immune system. However, most new clones are likely to get lost
within a population due to the stochastic fluctuations in the early fixation
process.
Here, we directly visualised the spatio-temporal dynamics of a new clone and
its progeny within a growing microcolony of the human pathogen Neisseria
gonorrhoeae. At a high rate N. gonorrhoeae switches off the production of a
major virulence factor, the type IV pilus. Imitating this, we designed DNA to
replace an essential pilus gene with the gene for an egfp reporter and plated
it on a surface. Stochastically, individual Pþ cells within an expanding colony
growing on this surface integrated this DNA into their genome, lost their pili
(P-) and became fluorescent.
374a Monday, February 17, 2014Hardly any clones arising more than six bacterial diameters behind the expand-
ing front fixed. Closer to the front, we found the probability of fixation of P-
clones to be strongly increased compared to the probability for neutral Pþ
clones to reach the front. P- bacteria were expelled from the Pþ microcolony.
Due to high surface tension of Pþ colonies, P- bacteria accumulated at the front
of expanding colonies. This could be confirmed by characterising spontaneous
mutations from the Pþ to the P- state in range expansion assays.
We conclude that the reduced physical interaction between P- and Pþ cells,
leads to an increased probability of fixation for P- gonococci within a microcol-
ony. It is tempting to speculate that gonococci can shield their major antigen,
the type IV pilus, by surrounding themselves with P- cells.
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In our quest towards a predictive understanding of biological systems, we have
combined quantitative models of gene regulation with careful experimental
tests of model predictions in order to determine how promoter architecture
dictates the output level of gene expression. We have applied this quantitative
framework to understand how cells sense and respond to extracellular cues,
using ferrous iron-mediated gene regulation in Pseudomonas aeruginosa as
an important case study.
Upon recent discovery of a two-component system that specifically responds to
ferrous iron, there is an emerging picture of the critical role of Fe(II) availabil-
ity in the regulatory outputs of Pseudomonas aeruginosa. On the bench top
Fe(II) is readily oxidized to Fe(III), however in infections such as in the lungs
of cystic fibrosis patients, cells can encounter reducing environments contain-
ing Fe(II). Ferrous iron regulates genes related to both pathogenicity and bio-
film formation. These pathways are also controlled by the quorum sensing
systems and the availability of ferric iron. It is not yet clear why multiple path-
ways are used to sense extracellular iron or how the cell integrates information
from these different pathways to effectively respond to changes in the availabil-
ity and oxidation state of iron.
Using statistical mechanical models of gene regulation and the tools of syn-
thetic biology, the rules of the ferrous iron regulon are beginning to emerge.
We quantified how promoter architecture dictates the regulatory response to
Fe(II). A quantitative understanding of how promoters encode a ferrous iron
response enabled us to predict how Fe(II) influences global gene expression
patterns. Some genes respond to both Fe(II) and additional regulatory inputs,
such as other transcription factors or two-component systems. We dissected
these multi-input promoters to understand how cells combine ferrous iron avail-
ability with other regulatory factors to make transcriptional decisions.
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C. neoformans is the most common cause of fungal meningitis, but the mo-
lecular mechanisms of pathogenesis remain poorly understood. The pivotal
pathogen transcriptional regulator Gat201 inhibits phagocytosis indepen-
dently of the polysaccharide capsule and plays a central role in virulence
(1). To define the corresponding transcriptional network, we performed chro-
matin immunoprecipitation and sequencing (ChIP-Seq) and expression
profiling (RNA-Seq) experiments of Gat201 and two other transcription
factors, also required for virulence, regulated by Gat201 that comprise a reg-
ulatory network intimately tied to C. neoformans’ virulence. Within the set
of genes whose promoters are bound by all three transcription factors
assayed, there are three members of a six-member protein family in C. neo-
formans (Blp1-6), characterized by an N-terminal signal sequence and a
double-psi beta barrel motif. One member of this family, Blp1, inhibits
phagocytosis through an unknown mechanism (1). In addition, we found
that the promoter of a peptide required for low-density growth of a C. neo-
formans tup1D mutant strain background is also bound by all three transcrip-
tion factors (2). We are currently investigating the functional roles of these
secreted proteins and their biochemical mechanisms of action.
(1) Chun CD, Brown JCS, and Madhani HD. (2011) A Major Role for Capsule-
Independent Phagocytosis-Inhibitory Mechanisms in Mammalian Infection by
Cryptococcus neoformans. Cell Host & Microbe, 9: 243-251.
(2) Lee H, Chang YC, Nardone G, Kwon-Chung KJ. (2007) TUP1 disruption in
Cryptococcus neoformans uncovers a peptide-mediated density-dependentgrowth phenomenon that mimics quorum sensing. Molecular Microbiology
64(3): 591-601.
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HIV’s ability to enter a transcriptionally dormant state and establish a reservoir
of latently infected cells is the major barrier to eradicating HIV from infected
patients. Significant efforts are aimed at reactivating latent HIV and purging the
reservoir through targeting of molecular mechanisms implicated in the estab-
lishment of latency. These efforts to perturb the latent reservoir have faced
substantial challenges. Our previous studies implicated stochastic noise (i.e.
fluctuations) in an HIV transcriptional positive-feedback circuit as crucial for
the establishment of HIV latency and predicted that perturbing noise would
alter HIV latency (Weinberger et al. Cell 2005; Dar et al. PNAS 2012).
Here, we demonstrate that manipulation of stochastic noise in HIV gene
expression radically perturbs HIV latency. Screening a library of small-
molecule drug compounds identified over 50 compounds that modulate noise
in the HIV promoter without changing the promoter’s mean expression level.
Strikingly, the noise-modulating compounds synergize with conventional tran-
scriptional activators and surpass current best-in-class reactivation cocktails,
while maintaining greater cell viability. Thus, noise-modulating compounds
may present an approach to perturb the stability of the latent state. More gener-
ally, stochastic noise may represent a new unexplored axis for drug discovery
that allows enhanced control over cell-fate specification decisions, metastasis,
and pathogen persistence phenotypes.
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Single-molecule, single-cell studies of genetic expression have provided key
insights into how cells respond to external stimuli. Direct single-cell measure-
ments of individual bio-molecules, such as small RNA (sRNA) or messenger
RNA (mRNA) transcripts, make it possible to quantify the heterogeneity in
spatiotemporal responses of key signaling and regulatory processes. Critically,
these investigations provide information on cellular fluctuations-information
that is hidden by typical biochemical ensemble measurement approaches.
Recent work has suggested that macroscopic cell properties, such as cell
morphology, are correlated with gene expression. Here we present single-cell
studies of a signal-activated gene network: Interleukin 4 (IL4) RNA production
in rat basophil leukemia (RBL) cells during the allergic response. IL4 mRNA
production has been closely linked to histamine release by RBL cells in
ensemble measurements. To further investigate this regulatory network, we flu-
orescently label individual IL4 RNA transcripts in populations of RBL cells,
subject to varying external stimuli. A custom super-resolution microscope
and GPU-accelerated data analysis package are used to measure the number
of fluorescently labeled IL4 transcripts in populations of RBL cells on a cell-
by-cell basis. To test the hypothesis that RBL cell morphology may connected
to IL4 production and histamine release, we analyze white light images of RBL
cells and cross-reference cell morphology with IL4 RNA levels. We find that
the activation of RBL cells, determined by white-light imaging, is well corre-
lated with IL4 mRNA expression yet highly heterogeneous for certain stimuli.
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Analysis of complex gene regulation networks gives rise to a landscape of
metastable phenotypic states for cells. Heterogeneity within a population arises
due to infrequent noise-driven transitions of individual cells between nearby
metastable states. While most previous works have focused on the role of
intrinsic fluctuations in driving such transitions, in this work we investigate
the role of extrinsic fluctuations. First, we develop an analytical framework
to study the combined effect of intrinsic and extrinsic noise on a toy model
of a Boolean regulated genetic switch. We then extend these ideas to a more
biologically relevant model with a Hill-like regulatory function. Employing
our theory and extensive Monte Carlo simulations, we show that extrinsic noise
